Enviro Boom

FOAMING TOILET CLEANER
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nviro Boom is a powerful effervescent
foam designed to clean, freshen and
deodorize your toilet without having to excessively scrub by hand. Our patented
effervescent technology delivers fast acting
foam that rises to new heights in toilet bowl
cleaning!
Simply shake canister evenly to cover the
surface of the water with ENVIRO BOOM
cleaning agent. Wait 5-10 minutes then flush
to reveal a sparkling clean toilet.
If using a brush, shake canister evenly to
cover the surface of the water with ENVIRO
BOOM cleaning agent. Wait 1-2 minutes
then brush and flush. Always store in a cool
dry location.
Avoid contact with eyes, skin and inhalation.
May be harmful if large amounts are
swallowed.
MSDS available upon request.

POWERFUL
Effervescent Foam
Designed To Clean,
Freshen and Deodorize
Your Toilet

Break Down
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NON-CORROSIVE ACID REPLACEMENT PRODUCT

reak Down is a safe acid
replacement product that provides
the most technologically advanced
low pH product available. It is not
only non-irritating to skin, but it is
now non-corrosive to metals. The
product carries a pH similar to
phosphoric acid, yet you can pour it
directly on your hands!
BREAK DOWN is for weekly
detailing of showers to remove
excessive hard water deposits that
build-up with soap scum.
BREAK DOWN’s formula also
includes PX37, a polymer that stays
behind on tile to produce sheeting of
water and soap scum. Therefore,
not only will BREAK DOWN clean
away unwanted soap scum, but will
also prevent its build-up. In between
the weekly application of BREAK
DOWN, use our multi-purpose
product Detail for daily cleaning.

Our Bottles

Our custom bottles are designed with the
end user in mind! Simply remove the
convenient side cap and pour in 1:4
(20% solution to 80% water) of BREAK
DOWN and water into side cap. Use our
easy measuring guide on the back of the
bottle to fill up to 32 ounces of water.

BREAK DOWN uses re-active
science; it can be used to unplug
urinals that are backed-up due to
urine salt deposits as well! Please
note that this product is not for
everyday use.
MSDS available upon request.

BREAK DOWN Cleans Away Unwanted Soap Scum and Will Also
Prevent Its Build-Up.
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